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The future should have been perfect. Microscopic robots known as nans could repair any damage
to your body, keep you young by resetting your cellular clocks, and allow you to download upgrades
like intelligence, muscle strength, and eyesight. You were supposed to be able to have anything you
wanted with a simple thought, to be able to fly without the aid of a machine, to be able to live
forever. But when a small group of five terraformers working on Venus return to Earth, they discover
that every other human in the solar system has been gruesomely murdered. Now, James Keats and
his four companions must discover what happened to the rest of humanity and fight back if they
wish to avoid the same, horrifying fate. Welcome to the post-human era.
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Just finished this book (Post-Human), and I gotta say, this was a great book! It moved quickly, none
of what I call "dead spots" and had great action! The characters were believable, interesting, and
well designed. The description of the technology involved was well-enough done that you could

understand and accept it as possible. I STRONGLY recommend this book for anyone who enjoys a
great scifi yarn! I look forward to more in the Trans-Human series and hope to see much more from
this author! I easily place him on par with Travis S. Taylor, John Ringo and David Weber. As a
young author, he can only get better and better. Go get 'em, David!

David Simpson creates a fascinating picture of the future in his first novel. Which in some respects
seems like a possibility in our ever changing technological world. Simpson creates a very insightful
story that examines the possible dangers of a Post-humanistic world and crafts a very enjoyable
story around this premise. The characters are great and the adventure is fun to read! I have read
2/3 of his novels and I am looking forward to more thought provoking and enjoyable reading
experiences from this exciting new author!

Very easy read and looking forward to more of this series. Good image in text and definitely
recommend for summer read

When reviewing a book, one must look to what the book was supposed to be. This was not a novel
in which the author wants to educate us on the technical aspects of nano technology. As far as I
know, it's still science fiction and thus the author can use whatever ideas pop into his head. I see
too many people being critical for grammar and word choices. Hundreds or even thousands of years
into the future, who knows what words we will be using, or what words will have changed
meaning.What this book was... was entertaining. It was a fast paced science fiction novel with
characters that run the gambit of human flaws and strengths. Without spoiling it, the few main
characters can be cowardly or brave, intelligent or stupid. You feel for the people and fear for their
nearly impossible situation they find themselves in.Some of the science behind it is not explained
and it seems as if this novel is part super hero novel, part Matrix. But it is all fun. If you are looking to
be entertained and lose yourself in a future we will probably only dream of, read this. It's fun. Easy
to read straight through. Suspend disbelief and just enjoy it.

What are the limits of technology? Why wouldn't we cure all diseases, control our nervous system,
maximize our intelligence? What if these things were accomplished with cell-sized robots (which do
exist in today's world) that are injected into our body, is there a threshold when be stop being
human and become something else?What does it mean to be human?Simpson addresses all these
questions in a futuristic civilization that's perhaps not too far off. Humans have mastered the

physical environment and are terraforming other planets. Imagine the ability to fly with implanted
magnetic levitation devices and not just on earth but the solar system. Where would we
stop?Simpson investigates the problem of an artificial intelligence that monitors all our technology.
While this sort of thing has been done before (I, Robot; Matrix) he delves more into the human
identity. If we're not our body, what are we? He sets up a nice conflict and stretches our imagination
of what technological paradise awaits us. And its inherent problems.With any science fiction novel, it
can be difficult to adhere to modern day physics and suspension of disbelief is required in a few
spots (the time dilation required when traveling to Venus and back). Nonetheless, I don't let this sort
of thing become a distraction in an otherwise good story that makes me inquire into my own
humanity.

In a future where nans inhabit human bodies, what is (or will become) the role of Artificial
Intelligence? And is that a good thing or a curse? Read this for a very entertaining but
thought-provoking vision of a possible future.

Loved this book. A surprising and entertaining look at the future that makes you think. People are
tied into a smart computer thru implants that let them fly and increases everyones iq. There is a
group of people who ignore and refuse this technology. These 2 societies do not mix, and when the
computer goes hay wire, thinking it is alive, and better than humans, interesting things happen.

I didn't know how someone could resolve all the hurdles that the characters faced in this book and I
was so surprised. Great read and I will continue to read all the books from this author!!
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